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Air-breathing proton exchange membrane fuel cells (AB-PEMFCs) can reduce the cost, complexity, noise, volume, and weight of fuel

cells and can enhance their reliability. However, such cells are still typically characterized by low output power densities. In this study,

to overcome the inherent weaknesses of low power density and oxygen concentration without mobility loss, we have adopted a micro-

scale synthetic jet air breather (a crucial balance-of-plant device), which supplies air to the cathode side of the flow field of a planar

AB-PEMFC. A synthetic jet air breather consists of a PZT diaphragm actuator, small cylindrical cavity, inlet and outlet channels, and

a pump body. The flow rate of the fabricated synthetic jet air breather is more than 400 cc/min at 550 Hz with a power consumption

of less than 0.3 W. An AB-PEMFC equipped with a microscale-synthetic jet air breather shows higher performance and stability,

obtaining a maximum power density of 188 mW/cm2 at 400 mA/cm2. 
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1. Introduction

While state-of-the-art battery technology has improved considerably

in recent years, the functionality, operating speed, and lifetime of many

portable devices are still limited because of the low amount of energy

that can be stored within them.1 However, miniaturized fuel cells which

can directly convert chemical energy into electrical energy from a

chemical reaction between oxygen and hydrogen have several

advantages such as high energy conversion efficiency, low emission of

pollutants, light weight and high power density comparing to

conventional batteries.2 For the last two decades, fascinated by their

high power density and relatively easy implementation in electronic

telecommunication and computing applications, many researchers as

well as electronics companies (e.g., Toshiba, Samsung, Hitachi, Sharp,

LG, Sony, etc.) have been developing microscale pilot DMFCs (Direct

Methanol Fuel Cells).3-5 However, because DMFCs still have critical

limitations because of high cost resulting from a relatively high Pt

loading, balance-of-plant complexity, and methanol crossover, their

practical implementation is still difficult.

Therefore, PEMFCs have been in the spotlight as a promising

candidate for a microscale mobile power source. A polymer electrolyte

membrane fuel cell offers the advantages of a compact package and

near room temperature operation. To reduce their manufacturing costs,

complexity, noise, volume, and weight as well as to enhance their

reliability, a passive air supplying scheme, i.e., an air-breathing cathode

open to the atmosphere, is preferred over active cells that use massive

conventional pumps or fans located at the cathode side.1,6-8 Although

parasitic power losses from conventional pumps or fans can be

reduced, these types of cooling devices are still typically characterized

by low output power densities compared to active convection fuel cells.

In addition, crucial issues still remain, such as the depletion of local

oxygen concentration adjacent to the cathode in the absence of

convection, which results in a sluggishness of oxygen diffusion over

longer durations;9 hydrogen starvation or undersupply at the anode side

caused by a mass or water back diffusion in the dead-end mode,

resulting in non-uniform current density and high cathode potential;10

and the formation and aggregation of water droplets in the cathode flow

channels.11

One of the key technologies that can overcome the inherent

weaknesses of low power density and oxygen concentration on the

cathode side in free-air-breathing PEMFC schemes, or so-called air-

breathing PEMFCs (AB-PEMFCs), without losing mobility, is

introducing a microscale air pump. Because a microscale pump can

feed sufficient air into a fuel cell, the electrode size can be reduced,

which can result in a downsizing of the entire fuel cell system and

simultaneous enhancement in power density. In addition, introducing a

microscale air pump can help remove generated water in the cathode as

a by-product of the fuel cell reaction. Generally, in a free air-breathing

device, generated water should clog the pores or channels of the GDL

in the cathode and prevent air from being sufficiently fed to the
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cathode. Pumped air can push out and vaporize the clogged channels

and ensure that a sufficient area is available for air contact. However,

while a few studies on the use of a bimorph PZT diaphragm actuator
12 have been reported and despite piezoelectric actuation providing

good reliability, energy efficiency, and moderated displacement, the

flow rates and pressures achieved so far are insufficient to meet the

amounts required for supplying sufficient air to the flow field on the

cathode side, which has serpentine or parallel channels. Furthermore,

previously developed microscale air pumps are not adequate for

integrating with actual air-breathing cells because of their

configuration-discordance.

This paper proposes a novel small-scale synthetic jet type air

breather, which is a zero-mass-flux device that converts electrical

energy into momentum, for helping air breathing of the cathode side of

AB-PEMFCs without changing significantly the existing configuration

of a fuel cell. Zero-net-mass-flux synthetic air jets are able to perform

“push” and “pull” functions to vector a primary jet into a designated

direction and have generally been applied to a wide number of

applications. Since proposed by Coles,13 the utility of synthetic jet

actuators has been analyzed and demonstrated in a variety of

applications including plane or round turbulent jets,14 hybrid synthetic

jets,15,16 microjet modulator arrays,17 free jets control18 and thermal

management.19 The developed and fabricated synthetic jet type air

breather proposed herein was installed at the cathode side of planar air-

breathing fuel cells. Our experiments showed that the developed

synthetic jet type air breather could enhance the efficiency and

performance of AB-PEMFCs. 

2. PEM Cell Design and Manufacturing

The planar single-cell design including a synthetic jet air breather is

illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The anode side is composed of a grade 316

stainless steel end plate, a copper current collector, a graphite flow

field, and a gasket for sealing (not shown in Fig. 1(a)). Because 0.125”

gas connectors are used for the hydrogen inlet and outlet, the thickness

of the end plate is 10 mm. However, this thickness can be reduced if

smaller gas connectors are used or if the hydrogen tube is directly

connected (or bonded) to the inlet of the flow channel. Although the

cathode side is also composed of an end plate, a copper current

collector, a flow field, and a gasket for sealing, in contrast to the anode

side, all parts have air openings for breathing ambient air. Oxygen

(actually air) used in the chemical reaction moves through the gas

diffusion layer to the cathode electrode through a diffusion process.

The thickness of the end plate is 4 mm. 

For the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) compartment,

SIGRACET® GDL10-BB carbon paper (manufactured by SGL

Technologies GmbH) and PRIMEA® MEA Series 5510 with platinum

loading of 0.3 mg cm-2 on both sides (manufactured by W.L. Gore &

Associates) were used for the gas diffusion backing layer and MEA on

the anode side, respectively. For the cathode side, two kinds of 1.5-mm

thick gas diffusion backings were used, specifically, ®SIGRACET

PGP 30 AA #18802 and #19802 carbon sheets (manufactured by SGL

Technologies GmbH). These gas diffusion media can offer sufficient

mechanical rigidity, which results in the minimization of the support

structure. The porosities of the carbon sheets calculated from the

densities given by the manufacturer were 78% for #18802 and 58% for

#19802. According to the manufacturer, the area-specific resistance of

materials #18802 and #19802 were 110 and 90 mΩ/cm2, respectively.

Fig. 1(b) shows a photograph of the fabricated and bolt-assembled AB-

PEMFC. For the air-breathing designs, the cathode flow field was

machined with various opening ratios (40 to 72%) with slit and window

openings. The active area of the cell was 4 cm2.

3. Synthetic Jet Air Breather Design and Fabrication

Synthetic jet pumping has attracted considerable attention because of

its potential application in areas such as active flow control,

micropumping, and thermal management in several microelectronic

devices. A synthetic jet is a zero-net-mass-flux jet fluid flow, in which a

stream of one fluid is mixed with the surrounding medium through the

use of a dedicated actuator. These synthetic jet actuators can be

developed in a number of ways, such as by using an electromagnetic

driver, piezoelectric driver, or even a mechanical driver such as a piston. 

In this paper, a microscale synthetic jet actuator is newly developed

and used as a blower for assisting air breathing the cathode side flow

field of PEMFCs. Fig. 2(a) shows the front, rear, and isometric

schematic views of the designed synthetic jet air breather. When the

PZT membrane of a synthetic jet moves hundreds of times per second,

the breathing and supplying mode are repeated. This fast pulling and

pushing of air through a small jet nozzle induces a vortex ring that

Fig. 1 Air-breathing planar PEM fuel cell
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separates the flow field in front of the nozzle and produce air jet.20 The

body the synthetic jet air breather is made up of transparent PMMA

and is 60×60×7 mm in size. It has four openings and air vents for air

circulation as well as eight through holes for the cell assembly. The air

cavity is 18-mm wide and 3-mm deep, creating a volume of 0.76 cc. A

PZT diaphragm mounted on the front center of the breather body has

a 20-mm diameter and 0.5-mm thickness and is made of stainless steel

for high stiffness. The piezoelectric material, lead zirconate titanate

(Pb[ZrxTi1-x]O3), is coated on one side of the stainless steel diaphragm

at a thickness of 0.2 mm. The maximum displacement of the PZT,

which is measured using a laser interferometer, is about ±20 µm at

200 V and 100 Hz. Fig. 2(b) shows the manufactured synthetic jet air

breather mounted onto an air-breathing planar PEM fuel cell.

4. Experimental Setup

Fig. 3 shows a setup used for the flow rate measurement test. To

eliminate the effects of environmental airflow, the test system was

placed in a polymer chamber. A flow sensor (Schiltknecht

Messtechnik, ThermoAir3) with a measuring range of 0.01 to 5 m/s

was placed in front of the pump outlet, and a Labview-based DAQ

system installed on a personal computer was used for data processing.

In general, diaphragm-type PZT actuators may create noise during their

operation. In this study, in order to minimize such vibration noise,

several sound level tests were performed with respect to the diameter,

voltage level and wave shape changes using a sound measuring system

based on the Symphonie System (Model: 01dB, manufactured by MVI

Technologies Group), which is depicted in Fig. 4. 

And to verify the validity and performance of the novel synthetic jet

air breather on an air-breathing fuel cell, a performance test system was

also built, as shown in Fig. 5. Regulated dry hydrogen (99.999%

purity) stored in a tank is supplied to the anode inlet through a mass

flow controller (MFC, KOFLOC 8300, manufactured by KOFLOC,

Co.). Because either hydrogen or oxygen or both are often supplied at

rates greater than the stoichiometry rate, particularly when supplying

air to the cathode side instead of oxygen,21 the stoichiometry rate is set

to 1.5 (air-fuel ratio) by maintaining a hydrogen flow rate of 30 cc/min.

The flow field of the anode side has a single serpentine channel (not

clearly illustrated in Fig. 1(a)) and an open end. The atmosphere at the

cathode side is 27oC with 45% relative humidity. 

Before evaluating the performance of a fuel cell, In order to verify

the internal resistance and charge-transfer resistance in the air-breathing

fuel cell systems, impedance analysis was performed using

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS, KFM2030, Kikusui

Electronics Co). For the air-breathing fuel cell, internal resistance was

reduced from 468.5 mΩ-cm2 to 168.48 mΩ-cm2, and the charge-

transfer resistance was also reduced from 3831.88 mΩ-cm2 to

2151.1 mΩ-cm2, when the load current was increased from 100 mA to

900 mA. Because the hydration of electrolyte membrane was

Fig. 2 Synthetic jet air breather design and fabrication

Fig. 3 Flow rate measurement setup

Fig. 4 Sound level test setup

Fig. 5 Performance test setup 
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insufficient at low load current, internal resistance and charge-transfer

resistance were higher than those at high load current.

Generally speaking, there are two ways to plot polarization curves

for evaluating the performance of a fuel cell: constant voltage (CV)

mode and constant current (CC) mode. In this paper, the polarization

curves are obtained in the CV mode by gradually increasing the

current. The testing conditions, including the hydrogen flow rate,

temperature, relative humidity, and electrical data, were measured and

processed using a monitoring program (Agilent VEE, Agilent

Technologies, Co.) installed on a personal computer. To assure the

stability and consistency of the tests, 40-cycle preliminary activations

were performed before primary performance testing was carried out.

Air-breathing fuel cell was operated under room temperature of

21.5oC. In the preliminary test, temperature of the current collector in

the fuel cell was measured by infrared camera (NCE-TH5100).

Temperature of fuel cell was increased from 21.5oC to 57oC, when the

fuel cell generated the current density of 250 mA/cm2 during 180 min.

In the aspect of the cooling of the fuel cell, active-air-breathing fuel cell

is more suitable to mobile application rather than free-air-breathing one.

5. Results and Discussion

The measured results for an increase in frequency and air hole

diameter d are shown in Fig. 6. The flow rate increases as air hole

diameter d increases. However, as the frequency of the diaphragm

increases, the flow rate of the synthetic jet blower rises to its maximum

value at particular frequencies and gradually falls to zero when the

frequency increases further. The maximum flow rates reach about 500,

830, and 1300 cc/min when the air hole diameters are 1, 2, and 3 mm,

respectively. When simply considering the flow rate, we might think

that a larger hole is preferable to smaller holes in the design of a

synthetic jet blower; however, in practical situations, the particular

frequency that produces the maximum flow rate rises from 670 to

970 Hz when the air hole increases from 1 to 3 mm for a 400-V sine

wave. This means that the particular frequency approaches around

1000 Hz when the diameter of the air hole increases to 3 mm.

The noise level test results in Fig. 7 shows that the sine wave input

voltage is much superior to the square wave input voltage in terms of

noise reduction. Also relatively higher frequency and voltage levels

definitely produce greater amounts of noise. Because a higher frequency

creates more noise, a smaller hole is preferable to a larger hole as long

as the synthetic jet air breather can maintain the desired air supply to the

cathode side flow field. Therefore, a 1-mm air jet nozzle diameter is

selected. The maximum back pressure obtained is 5 kPa when the

frequency is 670 Hz, and the supply voltage is a 400-V sine wave.

Fig. 8 compares the polarization curve of a cell equipped with a

synthetic jet air breather on the cathode side with those of convection-

type and fan-blowing-type cells when the opening ratio of the cathode

is 61%. The cells equipped with a synthetic jet air breather or a fan

(manufactured for CPU cooling) showed a maximum power density

that was about 40% higher than that of the plain air-breathing fuel cell.

This is because such cells can provide sufficient air supply to the

cathodes and remove generated water through fast vaporization, which

minimizes concentration loss. 

Such phenomena can be easily observed by performing various

continuous operation tests, as shown in Fig. 9. While the output voltage of

a convection-type fuel cell is gradually reduced by more than 27% within

1 h because of the depletion of local oxygen concentration adjacent to the

cathode, the output voltages generated from a cell equipped with a breather

decrease by less than 7%. In light of this phenomenon, it can be inferred that

the synthetic jet air breather shows outstanding effectiveness in managing

water on the cathode side. The maximum power density is 188 mW/cm2 at

400 mA/cm2. With regard to only the power density, the fan shows a slightly

better result than the synthetic jet air breather. However, one of the important

factors that determine the usefulness of auxiliary devices is power

Fig. 6 Flow rate dependence on frequency and air hole diameter d

Fig. 7 Sound level test results

Fig. 8 Comparison of polarization curves and power levels
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consumption. synthetic jet air breather consumes only 0.3 W (at 3 V, 80 mA,

550 Hz) or less when a SP4423 EL lamp driver is used as the controller for

PZT actuation. However, a fan generally consumes more than 1 W at 12 V,

0.1 A. Consequently, from the viewpoint of overall system efficiency, it can

be said that the synthetic jet air breather is more useful than a fan with

regard to mass transfer control on the cathode side.

6. Conclusions

A synthetic jet air breathing type PEMFC was designed and

fabricated to enhance the performance of conventional air-breathing

PEMFCs. Maximum flow rates are achieved when the air hole

diameter is 3 mm. In this case, however, the frequency necessary for

producing the maximum flow rate is 970 Hz, which induces relatively

harsh noises. Therefore, a smaller hole with a lower frequency (1 mm

and 670 Hz) is preferred. The maximum back pressure obtained is

5 kPa when the frequency is 670 Hz and supply voltage is a 400-V sine

wave. When the opening ratio of the cathode is 61%, cells equipped

with a synthetic jet air breather show a maximum power density that

is about 40% higher than that of a conventional air-breathing fuel cell.

Because they can provide sufficient air supply to the cathodes and

remove generated water through fast vaporization, the use of cells with

a synthetic jet air breather can dramatically minimize concentration

loss. The optimally developed synthetic jet air breather shows almost

the same air blowing functionality as microfans, although it consumes

40% less power compared to conventional fan-type blowers.

Consequently, in terms of overall system efficiency, the synthetic jet air

breather is more useful than fan-type blowers with regard to mass

transfer control on the cathode side.
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